‘This week was a very special experience in every way. To be hosted by a wonderful, young, dynamic and enthusiastic Erasmus+ team, supported by equally competent and dedicated colleagues, students and leadership from LSMU and to be embedded in a group of fantastic and very special staff week participants from many different nations and backgrounds, we could not possibly ask for more. The program itself was extremely well balanced between ‘hard-core presentations’ on eminently relevant topics mixed with highly interactive workshops, team building and soft-skills training, discussions and an approach to Lithuanian life-style, history and culture by addressing all organs of perception.’

‘It was really focused on my work field and addressed the main points that we all face every day, but never pay attention to it. When is the next Staff Week?’

‘Effort to make us all happy and give us so much inspiration to take back home. Warm and helpful hosts welcomed us with fantastic and a lovely dance lesson. Exceptional and memorable week.’